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help shape the future of trainz at the engineer level. receive all trainz crew rewards, get
behind the scenes access to the exclusive pre-beta test phase plus your name in the

credits. this means you will be the first group outside the dev team to test-drive the new
physics systems and provide feedback while there is still time to make a real difference in

the outcome of each system. you will also help shape the future of trainz by voting on
which two of four feature sets will be included in the initial goal release phase (see faq for
more details). we'll also award you with a trainz forum engineer status icon. for fans who

have been around from the beginning (or maybe fans who wish they had discovered
trainz sooner), this is what you have been waiting for. receive all rewards up to and

including senior engineer, plus a limited edition, numbered, signed panoramic lithograph
(poster) showcasing all 9 major trainz global release versions since 2001. this 950mm x

550mm print on canvas (unframed) highlights the cover art from trainz community edition
through to trainz: a new era and includes a unique trainz collector bronze plaque with
personalized engraving. we'll also award you with a trainz forum trainz collector status
icon. if you missed out on guard - early bird, join the ride at the guard pledge level, and

you'll receive a combination of the station attendant and the track crew rewards. receive
a digital download version of trainz: a new era (driver edition) (not including surveyor
world editor tools) plus 5 exclusive backer-only high resolution wallpapers for digital

download and experience selected trainz products right now by choosing one of the three
options from our get-trainz-now selection. option 1: trainz simulator 12 (digital download);
option 2: any 2 x loco add-ons from our collection; option 3: a 12 month first class ticket
for premium access to the trainz download station (see faq for more information on each

option). a survey will be sent upon project success to tell us which option you wish to
receive.
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